Transform your in-store shopping experience with in-store wireless network connectivity (Wi-Fi). Enable more personalized and proactive customer interactions and more informed and empowered employees ready to serve customers wherever they are in the store. NCR Wireless LAN Deployment Services are designed and optimized for your Retail environment.

Keeping you and the customers you serve connected, informed and empowered
The explosive growth of wireless devices has created a ubiquitously connected consumer who is more informed than ever when making buying decisions. Consumers are using mobile devices to assist in making in-store purchasing decisions in researching product information and soliciting social interaction from their connected communities during the process. Today’s retailer requires the capability to predict and respond dynamically to evolving customer needs.

A global partner with proven methods for success
NCR’s global reach and a proven wireless methodology provides a unique and well-defined wireless network deployment process with predictable outcomes that can be scaled globally to meet your enterprise needs supporting the latest IEEE 802.11 WLAN versions.

For more information, visit www.ncr.com, or email retail@ncr.com.
NCR provides a single source to manage your Retail WLAN deployment throughout your estate. We leverage a proven deployment process to deploy WLAN technology. Once a thorough site assessment is conducted detailed architecture plans are developed and approved.

Your installation process will then begin based upon your desired schedule, conducted by experienced technicians who know the retail environment and will work to ensure your new technology is fully integrated into your stores.

- **Wireless LAN Infrastructure Assessment**: Assessment of current network and cabling infrastructure to assess readiness for new wireless network solution, identifying technology requirements, any risks and gap closure recommendations.

- **Wireless LAN Planning**: Predictive Analysis leveraging state-of-the-art surveying tools to understand the building’s architectural characteristics to design the best configuration and placement for optimal performance and reliability.

- **Wireless LAN Design**: Detailed business and technical requirements are used to design the wireless architecture. As-Built documentation provided detailing the wireless parameters and coverage expectations.

- **Wireless LAN Procurement**: Procurement of WLAN equipment can be provided.

- **Wireless LAN Integration**: Providing the team and expertise to deploy your wireless LAN network.

Yesterday’s Wi-Fi may not meet today’s needs
Enterprises are increasingly performing mission critical activities over wireless connections which require wire-like speed but with the benefit of mobile flexibility. As your business needs change, your wireless coverage should change to meet new density and throughput demands. Newer generations such as the second generation 802.11ac tout higher performance than previous generations with nearly 20 times the bandwidth compared to the 802.11n, which can be critical in meeting the vast demands of mobile and cloud applications, big data and social technologies. Partner with NCR for your WLAN deployment needs and reap the benefits of deploying the latest most advanced technology for in-store wireless connectivity.